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Overview What’s the difference?

Overview 

jBPM, Drools, OptaPlanner and Kogito are business automation solutions that are 100% open source 
under the Apache license. These projects are backed by Red Hat and nurtured by the KIE community.

The KIE community is an active and mature group of enthusiasts who are actively involved with these 
projects—either using or maintaining them.
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Figure 1. Kie community enterprise-ready projects

Red Hat, one of the largest open source companies in the world and the main catalyst of these proj-
ects, offers support for the hardened versions and enterprise products: Red Hat® Decision Manager 
[formerly business rules management system (BRMS)] and Red Hat Process Automation Manager 
[formerly business process management system (BPMS)]. 
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Below you will find answers to questions such as:

 � Are there differences between the features in the enterprise and community versions?

 � How do Red Hat Process Automation Manager and Red Hat Decision Manager relate to jBPM, 
Drools, OptaPlanner, and Kogito?

 � How is Red Hat Decision Manager different from Red Hat Process Automation Manager?

Red Hat enterprise process automation products provide the same features as the 
respective equivalent community projects. 

The enterprise version provides all of its community project's features. As part of the steps of hard-
ening a new enterprise product version, Red Hat picks the upstream project version that will become 
GA. Once the projects are ready, Red Hat executes a series of tests against a large matrix of sup-
ported technologies, and implements improvements when needed. Every code change then goes 
back to the community projects. 

Red Hat offers two supported solutions:

 � Red Hat Process Decision Manager supports the enterprise usage of Drools, OptaPlanner, and 
Kogito capabilities related to decision automation.

 � Red Hat Process Automation Manager supports projects jBPM, Kogito, Drools, and OptaPlanner.

Process/case
management

Decision
management

Resource planning
and optimization

Figure 2. Red Hat Process Automation Manager and Red Hat Decision Manager solutions

To engage with Red Hat support and use the enterprise solutions in environments that are not for 
development purposes, you need a Red Hat subscription. Review the chart (Table 1.) to compare the 
benefits of community and enterprise solutions:
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Table 1. Community and enterprise solutions

Community projects  
(jBPM/Drools/Kogito/
OptaPlanner)

Red Hat Process  
Automation products

Functionality

All features All features All features

All bug fixes Main branch only Supported maintenance 
branches

Documentation Community  
documentation

Includes community docs 
+ documentation about 
integration with other 
supported products

Backport bug fixes to 
maintenance branches

Not released Released in maintenance 
releases (e.g. 7.11.1, 7.11.2, etc)

Security (CVE) watch for 
maintenance branches

Eventually released  
from main branch only

Released as backported  
bug fixes

Testing

Unit testing Baseline testing on a  
single environment

On certification matrix

Integration testing Baseline testing on a  
single environment

On certification matrix

Stress testing

Performance testing and sizing

QA certification Cross matrix of OS’s,  
JDK’s, application containers, 
databases, …  For more  
details check supported 
configuration for Red Hat 
Decision Manager or Red Hat 
Process Automation Manager

Help

Roadmap results Available through forums,  
issue trackers, and pull request

Prioritized above  
community requests
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Community projects  
(jBPM/Drools/Kogito/
OptaPlanner)

Red Hat Process  
Automation products

Public questions Available through 
StackOverflow and the KIE 
Zulip chat

Or call 24/7  
support instead

Private 24/7 support Web or phone, guaranteed 
response time service level 
agreement (SLA)

Red Hat consultancy,  
training, and point of contact 
(POC) assistance

Talk to a Red Hat  
account manager

Release schedule

Feature releases (i.e.,  
minor versions)

Final usually every  
three weeks

GA usually six weeks after 
community final release (if 
tested for production)

Maintenance releases (i.e., 
rollup patches, micro versions)

One-off patch for an urgent 
customer critical issue

Rolled up in the next 
maintenance release

Information

Open source Apache License 2.0 Complete source  
distribution available from  
Red Hat Customer portal and 
Red Hat Developers with the  
list of licenses from all projects 
and dependencies

Why move to Red Hat enterprise products? 

Red Hat Decision Manager and Red Hat Process Automation Manager users will benefit from a  
Red Hat subscription. Red Hat subscribers gain these six key advantages.

Technical support 

With a Red Hat subscription, customers have access to online and phone support. However, support 
should be more than a number to call. At Red Hat, support means a commitment to ensuring cus-
tomer success. When contacting Red Hat support, you speak with a technician who is a specialist in 
your specific product—so you don't have to go through a tiered support model and repeatedly explain 
an issue as it escalates through the process. The Red Hat support team works directly with your team 
to troubleshoot and solve problems quickly. The support team also works cross-functionally within 
Red Hat, taking advantage of the skilled experts throughout the company. 
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With a Red Hat subscription, you have access to:

 � Product documentation.

 � Life cycle and support information.

 � Proactive analytics tools to identify and resolve performance risks.

 � A library of articles.

 � Account and subscription management.

 � Security updates.

These resources augment the live support team to help you manage your Red Hat subscription.  
Red Hat partner certification program and involvement with TSANet, a multivendor technical 
support community, allows the Red Hat Support Team to resolve issues that involve integration with 
other technologies.

The Red Hat Knowledgebase

Only Red Hat subscribers have access to Red Hat Knowledgebase. This extensive database of 
resources provides you with access to the same knowledge-centered support system Red Hat engi-
neers use, including:

 � Documentation. Search product documentation on how to install, configure, and maintain  
Red Hat products.

 � Articles. Read technical articles and best practices for your Red Hat products.

 � Reference architectures: Browse detailed technical case studies describing solutions that were 
built, tested, and benchmarked, ensuring you implement stable solutions from the beginning.

 � Videos. View solutions, useful tips, product demonstrations, and more from Red Hat engineers 
and industry experts. 

Security resources

Red Hat offers a portfolio of tested and hardened solutions that help you use open source technolo-
gies in a trusted manner. Red Hat provides features such as security and compliance automation, 
identity management and single sign-on, encrypted communications across the network, and data 
protection and accessibility.

Red Hat subscription is also backed by Red Hat Product Security, a dedicated team of engineers that 
analyze threats and vulnerabilities daily against all Red Hat products, and offer proactive recommen-
dations and security patches. With a Red Hat subscription, you also get patches to support versions 
of Red Hat products, typically on the same day the vulnerability is initially published.

Partner ecosystem 

Red Hat supports an ecosystem of thousands of partner products and services that are tested  
and certified to perform effortlessly with Red Hat technologies. Red Hat works with major hardware 
vendors and cloud providers to ensure that Red Hat products will create a stable, high-performance 
platform whether they are installed in a datacenter or a collection of public clouds. Red Hat also 
works with software providers to ensure that key business applications will perform reliably  
and efficiently.
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With a subscription, you get added flexibility from Red Hat Cloud Access. The Red Hat Cloud Access 
program allows you to run eligible Red Hat product subscriptions on certified public cloud providers. 
This makes your subscription portable, so you can choose the best architecture and infrastructure for 
your needs—in a datacenter, on public clouds, or in a hybrid environment. 

Supported life cycles 

Red Hat is committed to defining and supporting the life cycle of its products, so that security 
patches are released immediately, and updates and releases happen on a routine, predictable sched-
ule. Red Hat subscriptions are not tied to a specific version and cover the entire life cycle of the 
product. Red Hat product life cycles are three, five, seven, or 10 years. During this time, you have 
access to all supported versions in both binary and source form, including all enterprise product doc-
umentation, security updates, and bug fixes. This means you have the flexibility to adopt the version 
that best fits your requirements, and upgrade on your schedule. 

Roadmaps 

With each major and minor release, Red Hat updates products to address the most common chal-
lenges. With a subscription, you can view Red Hat product roadmaps and provide feedback to shape 
product direction. 

Red Hat subscription levels

Red Hat offers the following levels of support:

 � Self-support: Access to resources such as documentation.

 � Standard support: Access to technical support engineers during business hours. 

 � Premium support: Unlimited 24x7 access to the Red Hat global network of technical  
support engineers. 

 � Development subscription: Professional and Enterprise development subscriptions are available.

Find out more about the different subscription levels

Why choose a Red Hat subscription?

Red Hat combines the flexibility of open source with the support you need to deal with the complex-
ity of managing multiple environments, providers, and clouds.

The following are four differentiators that make Red Hat an optimal subscription provider for your 
process automation solutions.

Open source leadership

Red Hat is the world's leading open source provider and the leading commercial contributor to the 
Linux® kernel, JBoss® upstream community, and many other open source projects.

Proven experience

Red Hat has deep expertise in open source technologies, including process and decision automa-
tion solutions. With 20 years of experience in open source, Red Hat helps guide and maintain these 
new technologies as projects in the community, long before they become commercial products. In 
addition, Red Hat shapes the future of business standards by being part of the specification working 
groups with OMG.
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Earned trust

Choosing a subscription service provider is about trust. Do you trust the provider to deliver a set of 
services that are effective, reliable, and user friendly? Do you trust the provider's technology to con-
tinuously integrate with applications and systems across your enterprise? Do you trust the provider 
to deliver world-class technical support to align with your business objectives? Red Hat has years 
of delivering dependable and effective open source technologies and services that can meet these 
expectations. At Red Hat, gaining your trust is essential to doing business.

Cloud-agnostic compatibility

In a multicloud world, the freedom to choose your own combination of cloud providers is essen-
tial. Red Hat is cloud agnostic, giving you the flexibility to select from your choice of services like 
Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services (AWS), IBM, Google, or a combination including on-premise—
while enjoying a continuous, consistent experience across all public and private clouds.

Conclusion

If you are using the community version of Red Hat Decision Manager or Red Hat Process Automation 
Manager, or if you plan to deploy one of these open source tools soon or upgrade to the enterprise 
version, consider a Red Hat subscription to support your deployment. A subscription provides the 
technical support you need to maximize your investment in Red Hat Process Automation technolo-
gies. With access to Red Hat technical support engineers online and via phone and a vast knowledge 
base of documentation, you can use these critical process automation tools more efficiently and 
safely, in less time.
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